


AS- JRSDIT IN xliE 

KENYA gi:'?Î IL:NT SCHEMES 

In this paper I want t^ c-v.&idor only the credit given to farmers in the 
Settlement Schemes T'hich -:ei j. organized under the programme st rted early in the 
1960s--and'rhich have been operated by the Department of Settlement. For con-
venience, these • wi 11 be rr;.-rred to as the S.F.7. Settlements, S.F.T. being the 
initial letters of the Sew I .mrsnt Fund Trusteed, in whom the fund? and respon-
sibility for operatir." these settlements are vested. 

These Settlement Schemes took place because of the need'to effect land 
transfer from immigrant races to local Kenya Africans„ The land transfer was 
effected after purchase of the land and permanent improvements from the farmers . 
concerned. This purchase ras made to a large extent with borrowed money. This 
single fact, that the land had to be paid for and that the payment was ms.de with 
loan funds and not with gr-rt money, has dictated the type of settlement that 
could be carried out. It Is the factor from which most peculiar aspects of the 
S.F.T. Settlement Schemes arise. 

The loans for effecting the land transfer programme and for the subseouent 
development of the land vrero made-to the Kenya. Government. They have to be 
repaid, and the Government's aim has always been that as much as possible of the 
sums that have to be repaid should be collected by the Trustees from the 
settlers themselves. The -whole planning and loan billing programmes of the 
settlement operations are such that, in the 1'ng term, billing to settlers eouals 
fairly closely the Kenya Government repayment liabilities to the Tnternrtional 
donors who arc financing the whole programme. 

To repay their land purchase loans, the settlers must be in a position to;l"-'-
generate cash surpluses,, In order to be able to do this, they require addition-
al productive assets 2nd finance to vise in productive processes, since most of 
the people selected i'cr the Settlement Serenes had little or no finance of their 
own to begin with. Even where it does arise, the settler Participation in the 
form of cash is relatively small* These facts have too ma.in consequences, upon 
which I rrant to concentrate in this paper. 

The need for High Levels of Production 

Eecause of the way in v-hich the acquisition of the land was carried out and 
because of the financial imp]icptions of doing settlement in this particular • 
way, the schemes must be made ••reductive. In order that they should be able to 
repay the money that has been loaned to them, the farmers must become -intensive 
producers of agricultural products„ Of course, even if the land-had been 
acquired free, efforts would have been made to ensure that the schemes became 
productive. However, in the absence of sizeable land purchase loans, it is 
doubtful whether as much money could liave been obtained for use as development • 
loans and to cover the realised level of administrative and advisory services. 
So that they should be able to do this, they require an intensive level both 
of agricultural advisory services a: d of the farmer services which have to be 
provided for groups of farms as Part of the Settlement programme. (A I, Tractors, 
.Marketing, water supply, etc.),. 

At the same t: me, ant perhaps rure importart. for the Settlement programme 
to have any char c. 2 of success, an enormous transformation has to take place, 
to convert betwecr 3pjC0 '-35,000 people from relatively unsophisticated and 
ignorant citizen:, '.most of whom were previously landless and unemployed) into 
modern intensive hardworking Cc..-.h-orientated entrepreneurs. The production 
objective is, therefore, '-ne of the most significant facts of the whole settle-
ment programme. 

The schemes of different kinds illustrate almost all aspects of the problems 
of agricultural development in small farmer areas, with the single but important 
exception that they do not include m y of the very smallest sizes of farm, which 
are quite commor an non-settlement .-..reas. Nevertheless, it is true that the 
Department of Settlement has obtained, in the last five years, a quite unique 
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experience in the methods and problems of rural develot>r\ --t in small farm areas 
Thin experience is probably r-uite- unsurpassed in Hast . Africa today, and may be 
exceptional in a far vie-r co-text. Nov that the settlement phase of both the 
TJigh Density and Low Density scliei.'-s has almost been completed, the Department 
of Settlement is involved be only a small extent with 'settlement' as such, 
insofar as "this term refers te the planning and layout of farms and the intro-
duction of peodle to the;-;. . The Department is now mainly concerned with looking 
after the subsequent development -of the settler's farms. It is, in fact, much 
more a department of rur-1 drve lopmon- than a department of Settlement. This 
is not an aspect of the Settlement programme -which I plan to follow any farther 
here, but :it. is an important feature which is not always clearly appreciated. 

The Credit Given to SottlorS: 

The'second consequence »f* the basic premises of the S.F.T. settlement 
programme is that enormous sums of money have had to be given on loan to the 
farmers. Again the Department of Settlement has had unique experience in the 
giving of credit to small scale producers, since the sums involved in the S.F.T 
loans programme (£14 m.) are far more than has ever been contemplated or given 
as.loans for the development of this type of farming anywhere else in East 
Africa, .The attention of this Paper will be drawn to some aspects of rural 
credit as they are illustrated in the S.F.T. settlement programme. Many aspect 
of the credit question are illustrated within the programme, end there will be 
the opportunity to deal in this paper vd.th only some of the major issues. 

The credit needs of the settlers may be grouped under the three classical 
headings as follows: 

Long Term Credit is required for the purchase of the land and permanent 
improvements that were found at the time of takeover, and for the installation 
of other works and improvements as the land becomes developed. Naturally, long 
term finance of this kind.to acquire these assets "ws available to both 
settlers and'other agencies working in the settlement area (particularly 
Cooperative Societies) since the transfer of the land was the basic objective 
of the whole exercise. 

Mgdium Term Credit is required for the purchase of livestock and machinery and 
the establishment of permanent crops. This kind of credit is available-in the. 
form of loans, both to individual farmers themselves and to others, like 
Cooperative Societies, machinery contractors, and various commercial agencies, 
who provide necessary producer services for the settlers themselves. 

Short Term Credit is required for crop finance. This kind' of credit, 
which is normally available to farmers from periods of between 6 months tc 2 
years, is included in the development loans that farmers are given in the 
first instance, but these have subsequently'been supplemented through extend-
ing to settlement farmers the. availability of the minimum1financial return 
programme under which advantage can be taken by settlers of the financing and 
guarantee aspects of the L&nistry of Agriculture's programme for the scheduled 
crops. 

The actual loans that are given in the settlement programme are not a very 
neat fit with this classical Programme. They are basically of three kinds: 

The Settlement.Charge covers the cost of acquiring the land and permanent 
improvements as they r'ere, found at the time of takeover. : This charge covers 
very roughly that part of the land purchase price which cahnot be countedp " 
against grant monies which were included in the overall programme of settlement 
finance. They also contain an addition of roughly 10 per cent to coyer a'bad 
debt element in settlement lending. This is the only point in the whole 
settlement programme at .which a bad debt element is incorporated in the credit 
finance. The Settlement charge covers" between 90 and 100 per cent of the 
valued cost of each holding and is thus an extremely high proportion of the' 
value. 

Development Loans are given to farmers to-cove what are estimated to-be 



their Medium and Short Term finance requirements. 'Whilst development loans 
re available to the f amors themselves to purchase livestock .nd to pay for 
the establishment of annual or nodrum term crops (and for the planting of tea 
in the few areas where this long-term ere.:' occurs in the settlement budget) 
development loans -re also provided for and given tc Ceovr :ive Societies, 
machinery contractors and other agencies for such tha r p- as the acquisition and 
extension of permanent improvements iiich do not occur in individual settle-
ment farms; the provision of machinery and trarsport scrviccs? the installation 
of r schemes 5 the stocking of stores which retail farmers requisites and so 
on. 

In the original conception of the settlement schemes, these were the only 
loans to be- made available to farmers. It was assumed that the trocceds of 
the first annual crops would allow a su.'ficient surplus to finance the estab-
lishment of the second and subsequent crops, sitce these loans were only repay-
able over 10 years, and it was felt that the f-rmer would be able to re-finance 
his annual crops adequately, until he bocanc ^elf-financing in this respect. 
This has not proved to bo the ease, and quite quickly it was appreciated that, 
if short term crops which involved fairlp considerable costr, like maiac and 
wheat, were to be grown, then new short-torn credit < ould have to be given to 
settlement farm- .3. As a cor.sequence of ••>: 03euro from the De.̂ artrpnt of 
Settlement the Government's M.F.R. programme (which I do not intend to deal 
vith in any detail in this paper) was ow'"ended tc farmers in any part of the 
country whose acreage under scheduled crops was 15 acres or more. This has 
meant that the farmers1 indebtedness incr -ses from season tc season over ..nd 
above '.die loans that .-ere offered t- ,hcm tart of the overall financial 
scheme for the settlement programme. 

The availability rf this considerable volume of crcdit to the farmers has 
""'resented sons economic problems, two of which pill be discussed in the remainder 
of this Paper. 

Loan Repayments and Security 

To some exton- the problem hero is a. financial or banking matter although 
to sola's extent it ir an economic problem, since it concerns the use to which 
finance and ether resources- ere put. The I-nd transfer aspect of the settle-
ment programme i-s financed vlth borrowed capital. In order tc allow any 
opportunity to exist to repay this capital, additional money has to be extended 
to farmers in the form of loans. The assets covered by t-'v so loans, both the 
land and the other itens like machinery and livestock, have to bo used 
efficiently, not simply in the general economic sense of making reasonable use 
of available resources, but also in.the rather more limited, but administra-
tively more imperative, aspects of being able to • >roduco the money surpluses 
that can be collected from the settlers to repay the debt charge liabilities 
of the Kenya Government. Consequently, not only must these resources be used 
in such a way as to create substantial surpluses, but this must all bo done in 
such a way that the surplusos can be recovered quite easily by the lending 
•gcncy, and not dispersed elsewhere amongst the economy. Fcr a moment, I 
want to look a little further into this problem of loan repayment and security. 

Security for loans is an old problem for Agriculture, which ic one of the 
characteristics which is often said to distinguish the agricultural industry 
from most other economic acti"ities. It is usually said (and this applies 
to all !dLncls of farmer) that the farmer has a much higher proportion of his 
tot,.l capitalization in the form of insecure assets than have most entre-
preneurs . V/hat in fact can the farmor offer as security for a loan? 

The principal security for any loan, whether given to a small peasant 
farmer or a large joint stock company, is the reputation, and standing of tho 
borrower himself. Considerable sums of money are lent every day to people 
who offer no tangible security for them, and this is indeed the basis of most 
short-term bank lending thr ugh overdrafts. Short tern lending to farmers is 
generally made on this basis, since it is generally considered unwise or 
unnecessary to go tc tho extent of mortgaging tangible assets for this kind 
of thing, "in settlement, the reputation and standing of the borrowers cannot 
be regarded as very good from a banking point of view. By definition, the 
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In. fact, on tho open market th; v^uo of tho land r.nd immovable assets found on 
then is likely to be higher than fcho settlement charge, and there seems little 
likelihood that th:. v luc of 1-md in any of the settlement areas is going to fall 
In fact, inflation in the market pri ec of land nay increase to such an extent as 
to cxcecd the total value of outstanding debts that any settler has with the 
settlonicnt authority. (It is to be noted that something of a oaradox appears to 
have been introduced here. legitimate criticism has been ms.de that in some cases 
tho price at which land was sold to settlors has been unrealistically high, 
whilst at the same time, it is also true that some of tho same land was sold to 
settlers at well belov; its open market price. Those two points of view arc not 
s.n contradictory as might appear. Tho truth of the matter is that the land has 
not necessarily been sold at too high a price, but that too much has been loaned 
to farmers to buy it, and their repayment liability is more than they can boar 
from a cost point of view. Had the settlers been able to introduce larger amounts 
of thoir own money, then the land could have been sold to tho settlors either •• t 
the same price but with a lower debt burden, or else at something closer to what 
might have beon regarded as a 'normal' market price). 

It is estimated that when the S.F.T. programme will be completed, something 
like £14 million will have been loaned to settlers, of '--hich almost cxrctly half 
is in the form of land loans and almost half is in the form of development loans. 
Therefore, something like£7 million, or an average of roughly£200- per settler, 
will remain at risk. The attached tabic; shows that the value of outstanding 
loans held by the farmer yd 11 not be covered by the nominal value of the land and 
permanent improvements that were sold to him until between 6 and 9 years after 
settlement has taken place. In fact, this balancing state is not likely to 
arise in the majority of settlement plots until rather later for three reasons, 
namely (l) that the repayment schedules appear to bo usually difficult to attain, 
and experience so far suggests that unless the original repayment schedules are 
changed, a chronic situation of arrears is unlikely to be avoided; (2) the bad 
dobt element in the whole settlement programme may bo rather low, ir> that tho 
exceptional risks that apply to settlement farmers a,re unlikely to bo covered b" 
budgetted allowance of only approximately 5 per cent of the total settlornjnt 
lending; and (3) tho budgets themselves may not always be achieved, either 
because the farmers themselves are not able to match up to tho fairly high levels 
of modern farming that are required for their achievement; because the 'produc-
tive assets simply are not available to permit them to fulfil tho budgetted 
programmej or because economic conditions may vorsen to the: detriment of tho 
settlement farmers. 

It will be clear from the above that much of the credit given to farmers is 
insecure, and there is a real possibility that some of it may bo lost. What then 
can the administrative authority do to try to mitigate this position? A number 
of alternatives can be considered. 

Sanctions Against Settlers 

I apologise for mentioning first a negative aspcct. However, in every 
settlement scheme (including those outside of the S.F.T. programme) the first 
thing which the settler is usually presented with is a sot of rules, by-laws, 
conditions or something of the kind, by which an attempt is made to enforce 
various conditions on the farmer. These usually consist of a set of rules of 
what the settler must do, but they also set out the circumstances under which 
farmers can bo removed from their farms and recovery made of tho assets that 
they possess. The virtue of this "procedure is, first of all, to act as a spur 
to encourage tho farmers to take seriously their obligations to undertake develop-
ment} and secondly, to ensure that, when they have some cash, they use this for 
the repayment of their loan obligations. The schemes in the S.F.T. programme 
have as impressive a list of rules and conditions of this kind as any other form 
of settlement. 

It is debatable whether rules and conditions in themselves are very effect-
ive in persuading farmers actually to get dorm to production, though there are 
grounds for thinking that the presence of these rules, and some; real gesture on 
the oart of the authorities towards their enforcement, is effective in persuad-
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of the Settlement Fund. Trustees. In this ease, t.ie write-off would have to 
become a charge on the general exchequer, since it s inp'i icitly assumed, that 
tile repayment of monies to the donor agencies will have tc continue. In this 
circumstance, the settlement programme could become a burden on the economy as 
a whole - which in this Particular case, is a not indefensible proposition. 

A Change in the Terms cf the Finance 

Finally, tho write-off rry be avoided by an adjustment in the terms of the 
loans that are given by the donors themselves. The repayment period may be 
extended, interest payments may be waived or reduced, and so on. It is not 
appropriate to get involved just now in a discussion of at which level write-
off should bo made in the event of losses being incurred in the S.F.T. schemes. 
What is more important is to recognise that if a programme like this is 
financed under conditions that involve (or come very close to involving) the 
borrowing of money at normal commercial rates, there is a very strong likelihood 
that mone;̂ " rail have to be written off and measures at one or all of these levels 
may have to be considered. 

A further possibility of mediating the risk factor would be to sta3*t off a 
settlement programme under different conditions, in which the farmers would be 
lent their money at rates which are belo?/ the commercial level, and which of 
necessity involves some preferential conditions for the settlers, • hen viewed as 
borrowers. Calculations can quite easily be made of the type that is shown in 
the table, in win.ah various hypothetical rates of interest and periods of loan 
can be postulate. - It is likely, however, that these may only be effective in 
reducing by one or two years the time period until the value of the outstanding 
loans is covered by the realizeable value of the land and permanent improvements. 
There is no esca Ing the fact that, in a settlement -programme in which farmers 
are as heavily financed as they are in the S.F.T. schemes, considerable sums of 
money are on loan and are insecure. Only by insisting on higher participation on 
the part of the .-pettier in the total capitalization of his farm, could these 
conditions be re faced, so that the value of the outstanding amount of the loan is 
always covered b:' the first class assets that the lending agency can quite 
quickly and easily recover. 

loan Reoâ Tnents ~w a Cost Factor 

As a final point in this analysis, I want to consider the effect of heavy 
loan repayment 1 ..abilities on the settlers, when they are considered in compari-
son with other farm producers. The high level of indebtedness to which they are 
all subject has made them into high coat producers, by which I mean producers 
who have to incur particularly high cash costs in the operation of their farms. 
The settlers, when viewed as previously impoverished individuals, enjoy special 
benefits, through the level of loans that are granted to them, a.nd the extent of 
the productive assets over which they are suddenly given control. However, to 
aay for these privileges, they will have to make a special effort to become and 
remain more productive than other farmers with whom they are in competition. 

This point pay bo simply illustrated if one accepts the commonly-held view 
that most farmer;: - in Particular transitional farmers like these settlers -
aire interested in obtaining an income wheae target size they set themselves, 
and which is not derived through any rational calculation. Thus, tho settlement 
farmer (like most farmers) does not expect an income which is the combined value 
of an adequate wage for the work that he does, together with an additional 
amount to represent a competitive return on the capital that he has invested, 
together with a final element which represents his regard for management. 

Given a 'target' cash income for the farmer, within a single farming 
situation, three positions may be postulated. The farmer who owns all of the 
resources that he employs can attain this given level ofincome by operating at 
a certain level of intensity and efficiency, which we shall assume is not very 
exacting. Another farmer,however, nay have purchased on loan a proportion of 
his productive assets, and so he is obliged to make a Payment to service his 
debt. To finish up with as much cash as the first man, he must operate his farm 
at a somewhat higher level. There can be, however, a third situation in which 
the farmer has acquired almost all of his assets on loan. He must, ther̂ f̂ -a?©, 
make large loan repayments each y-..~r, and, if these. sTe "to be made and the 
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assumed level of cash surplus oh'aited, he must operate has farm at a much 
higher pitch than either of tho other two. Although this is a very unlikely 
situation for the African w. asant farmer to find himself in, the .«'.F.T. 
settler is obviously of tla.r latter t:-pe. To achieve a given income (to -Inch 
he nay share the same oair-.tion at- others in the con-unity to which he belongs) 
or, to put it in -.nether r^y, to noet his liabilities and simply break even, he 
must operate his farm -:t a more intensive level than other, less indebted 
farriers. 

The Settlement project as a whole, end every settler in the S.P.T. schemes, 
must quickly become -p. efficient producer. Their 'scrape through' or 'break-
even' level is higher than applies to any other farming group. Furthermore, 
this is not just a temporary phenomenon. Their heavy indebtedness will last for 
at least ten years and, as -'as suggested earlier, possibly for much longer, as 
loan repayment schedules fall into arrears. Consequently, the settlers must be 
given special assistance to achieve this high level of efficiency. 

A number of strategies could be employed for achieving this end. Settlers 
may be made relatively efficient in a financial sense by being given preferen-
tial access to limited high value markets, in which they can be paid higher 
prices than others could receive. Or. the other hand, they may be given special 
services, particularly the close attention of extension workers, which will 
permit them to become producers of above average efficiency. 

Whatever strategy is adopted, it is clear that, beca.usc. of the credit 
aspects of the?r position, the r.F.T. settlers must be given some sneciel pre-
ferences. The ..evel of facilities and services that apply to oth.- r producers 
are unlikely to be anything like adequate. Thus, the notion of only a tempo-
rary Period of intensive supervision, folic ed, after z2o or 3 years, by a re-
duction to the level that applies in other small farmer areas, is likely to be 
quite unsatisfactory. 

If the full repayment of settlers' loan is genuinely sought, '"/hen there 
seems to be a defensible case for maintaining for many years the relative 
advantage that the settlers now enjoy. It is true that some settlers have had 
preferential access to high-priced markets, but the importance of this factor 
is fairly limited, and moat special favours given to settlement farmers take 
the for. of intensive administrative and technical services. These are very 
expensive, and their cost is such that it is unlikely that they could be paid 
for from the production and earnings of the schemes themselves (even if this 
wore built into the repayment schedules, or provided for in some other way). 

This therefore, presents a planning dilemma. In order to push up and 
maintain production at the level essential for full loan repayment, for several 
years the necessary services must be provided at a level which will require 
subsidy assistance from elsewhere. The alternative is to have a lower level of 
administration and extension, and to tolerate the concomitant lower levels of 
production and loan repayment. This alternative would mean that part of the 
loan servicing burden will have to be carried by the remainder of the economy. 

These two alternatives both involve the Government in incurring additional 
costs' which cannot be recovered from the scheme itself. The economist would 
like to decide which of these two alternatives would suggest tho least cost. 
However, I know of no-one who has yet been brave enough to try to make any 
comparison botween the costs and benefits of these two or any other possibili-
ties. Consequently, a subjective choice must be made. I myself feel that it 
-oulri be right for the Kenya Government to continue +o give the intensive 
level of services now available, -and to accept a liability to support them 
from normal reserves. This course would, I feel, be advantageous for two 
reasons. Firstly, it woiild mean that tho land and other resources tied up in 
settlement areas would contribute to the economy and a relatively high level 
of production obtained. 

However, I feel that more importance night perhaps be attached to the 
second benefit, namely that, by retaining this high level of services, 
opportunities and, quite often, straightforward pressure, the chances are 
markedly increased of transforming a great number of people into effective, 
modern small-scale farmers. This is a type of person whom tho nation badly 
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needs. If.a large community of this kind oan be ore-ted in the S.F.T. &c tle-
nent areas, and if advantage •"an be taken of thi_. store cf valuable human 
material by allowing settlers to move freely * :Vai their skills and experience 
into other'farming areas, then much good can by done. Indeed, although it would 
bo very difficult to express the benefits derived in this way into quantita-
tive terms, so as to establish its comparative superiority, I feel that much of 
tho long-term economic justification for the S.F.T. • rogramme must be based on 
tho unique opportunity that it provides for improving the technical and econo-
mic quality of the afcri cultural community. 
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